Fitting the wheels

1.1 Place the pram on its side on a **clean and cushioned** surface and ensure the parking device “A” is in the “off” position.

1.2 Place the smaller wheel on the axle nearest the apron “B”. To attach the wheel simply pull out the metal tab “C” and slide the wheel onto the axle “B”.

1.3 Lift the metal wheel until the tab “C” clicks into place. The wheel should be held firmly in position.

1.4 Repeat this process with the larger wheel which should be fitted on the end of the pram nearest the hood on axle “D”.

1.5 Repeat the process on the other side of the pram and place upright.
Fitting the toy pram handle

Assembly and fitting of the handle should be done by an adult.

NOTE: When fitting the handle, take care to avoid damage to the paint work.

WARNING: Great care must be taken not to mis-align screws ‘F’ and ‘G’ when attaching the S-shaped lever ‘E’ to the body side. Tightening the screw when mis-aligned will damage both the screw and the nutsert secured in the body.

2.1 Attach the two S-shaped levers ‘E’ with the flat side against the body, using the short screws ‘F’ and long screws ‘G’, as shown.

2.2 Attach the gripping handle ‘H’ to the S-shaped levers ‘E’ using a washer ‘I’ and nut ‘J’ on either side. Tighten the nut using a suitable spanner.
3.1 Removing the wheels for maintenance

3.1 To remove the wheels turn the pram on its side, ensuring that the parking device is in the “off” position. Pull out the metal tab ‘C’ and slide the wheel off axle.

**WARNING:** Always ensure when placing the pram on its side that the surface is clean and cushioned to avoid damage to the body surface.

Note: Refer to “fitting the wheels section” for how to fit the wheels back on to the pram.
The hood and apron

CAUTION: Be sure that all parts of the body and clothing are clear of any moving parts.

4.1 Lift hood into semi-upright position. Fix the hood in the fully open position by pushing down on levers ‘K’.

WARNING: Always detach the “storm flap” before folding back the hood.

4.2 Attach the apron by fastening the press studs on either side of the pram. To hold the “storm flap” in place, loop the metal fastener ‘M’ over the nut ‘L’ on either side of the hood.

4.3 To operate the parking device lift the lever ‘A’. To release the parking device, push down lever ‘A’.

ALWAYS use the parking device when the pram is stationary
Safety notes

WARNING: Not suitable for children under three years. Small parts, choking hazard.

WARNING: Adult assembly required.

WARNING: Keep away from fire.

Complies with applicable safety standards.

Your new toy pram is a quality Silver Cross product. It meets current safety standards and with correct use and maintenance should give good service. If, however, should you have any problems with your pram, please contact your local Silver Cross retailer who will take the appropriate action.

Never allow your child to climb into this toy pram nor should it be used to carry pets.

Do not hang heavy objects from the handle. This may cause the toy pram to tip up.

Guarantee:

All Silver Cross products are guaranteed for a period of 12 months against faulty workmanship, when the product is used correctly according to the instruction manual.

Care and Maintenance

Fabric – DO NOT WASH any fabric parts of your pram. This will damage the fabric. Sponge gently with lukewarm soapy water. DO NOT use chemicals or biological detergents.

Rinse well with clean water to avoid staining.

Always allow to dry naturally, away from sunlight.

Keep the hood fully open and the apron in place until completely dry.

Vinyl– Sponge the lining regularly with lukewarm soapy water. Wipe dry with a soft cloth. DO NOT use polish.

Paintwork – Polish the paintwork with any well known brand of liquid wax. Always follow manufacturers instructions on the container. Use a lint free polishing cloth to buff the paintwork to the desired finish.

Bright metalwork – Clean regularly with chrome polish to reduce the possibility of corrosion and rust forming.

Wheels – The wheels should be removed from time to time. Wipe the axles clean and smear with a light grease before refitting the wheels. This will help to keep your toy pram running smoothly.

General care – Always check your pram for signs of wear, lubricate moving parts regularly, especially the wheel axles, brake springs and lower parts of the chassis which tend to collect dirt.
Accessories Available

Navy Pram Bag, Chrome Shopping Basket, Three Piece Bedding Set, Sun Canopy, and Rain Shield.

All sold separately.